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Betreff: The girls are travelling

Hello friends

Since last monday Mischa, Rebecca, Aline and I are travelling with Joe (our
car) around Bali. Just some impressions what we are doing, saying, laughing
about:

- Have you seen the amazing sunrise this morning? - No, oh my god what time did you get up, 
at eight or what???

- There are no yellow roads here...of course they are all black!

Daily business is:
- pushing the car, because Mischa forgot about the light
- checking Rebeccas handbag for the hotel keys
- asking Mischa if he brought all his belongings from the hotel room
- if we have no music from the radio in the car, Aline is nearly climbing on the car roof to fix 
it
- when there are already 4 cars overtaking 3 trucks, Mischa has to show everybody that he is 
indonesian as well and overtakes everybody else
- myself is trying how it is, to have a cold and fever in a country where the temperature is over 
30 degrees

We have met Gerd (a customer from AIDC in Thailand) and Rebeccas godmother with 
husband and friends, Mischa and I have been diving and all day long we have fun and are 
laughing more than its healthy for us!

Climbing the volcano at five in the morning...not everybody made the whole trip (cough and 
maybe fever as well) but it was a great sunrise.

Diving at the Liberty wreck in Tulamben at night and at Secret Bay with 6 frog fishes and 5 
seahorses...24 degrees water temperature!

Last day, tomorrow we go back to Miri and Aline and Rebecca are going to Singapore on 
thursday.

It was a great time girls, thanks a lot!!!!

Carmen and Mischa

P.S. Rebecca promised to write the german version...if its not coming the next
days: beccah_99@hotmail.com
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